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Abstract 
In residue number systems many arithmetic operations, like addition and multiplication, can be done in constant time. 
But, among others, division is more complex. This paper introduces a division algorithm which is in its complexity 
comparable to the conventional integer division algorithm. The algorithm exhibits nice properties, especially for long 
integer arithmetic as it does not involve numbers with many significant digits, and is thus superior to comparable 
algorithms published recently. The algorithm copes well with parallel implementations of residue number systems' 
arithmetic. 
Keywords: Computer arithmetic; Distributed systems; Long integer arithmetic; Parallel algorithms; Residue number 
systems 
1. Introduction 
The absence of carry propagation makes residue number systems (RNS) attractive for long 
integer arithmetic. But, the complexity of some operations, e.g. division, has been one of the major 
obstacles against abroad use of RNS in arithmetic units. This paper introduces a new algorithm for 
division of integers represented in RNS. The algorithm omits in its core part the main source of 
difficulties, comparison of numbers, by enhancing the RNS with length indicators. The approxim- 
ate size of a number is traced by computing the amount of base elements necessary for its 
representation. This size can be computed initially and changes of size introduced through 
algebraic manipulations of numbers can be traced. 
The division is done in three basic steps: (1) scaling dividend and divisor with a suitable multiple, 
(2) a loop where the quotient gets approximated, and (3) a final fix-up phase where a possible rror 
of one of the quotient is adjusted. The final phase may be omitted in some applications where 
a quotient off by one is an acceptable result. 
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The speed of the algorithm is comparable to conventional integer division as described in [,1]. 
The latter algorithm will be called "Knuth's algorithm" in this paper. When considering parallel 
implementations of both algorithms, their complexities are similar not only in the order of 
computational cycles; both algorithms exhibit also a very similar nature. 
Compared with recently published comparable algorithms, such as in [,2], the algorithm 
described here never involves numbers with many significant digits. This is particularly important 
for implementations of very long integer arithmetic. 
2. Residue number system and length indicators 
In RNS a set of relatively prime moduli, P, forms the base for the representation f a number: 
P= {mo, ml , . . . ,m,-1},  gcd(mi, mj)= l, i #j .  
All numbers, X, in the residue class ZM with 
n-1  
M= 1-Imi 
i=0  
have a unique representation in this system. It is given by the n-tuple 
(Xo, X l , . . . ,x , -1)  with xi = Xmodmi .  
Conversion of RNS numbers to a fixed radix, weighted number epresentation can be done by 
using the Chinese Remainder Theorem, e.g., in the form as found in [-5] or [-3]: 
n- -1  
X = E [Xi]m,(SiSi-')- WM, 
i=0  
with square brackets denoting modulo reduction with respect o the subscript o the lower right, 
si = M/ml, sis[ 1 _ 1 (mod mi), and W some suitable integer. Dividing this equation by M and 
rearrangement yields 
X . -1  si 1 
W + -~ = ~ xiwi with wl = - -  and ['Xi]m, = Xi. 
i=o  mi 
X/M is a rational number less than 1 and linearly maps the interval [-0, M) onto [,0, 1). A length 
indicator, jx, for some number X denotes the smallest integer such that 
j x -1  
X< I-I mi- -e.  
i=0  
In order to be able to use the smallest possible subset of base elements for some integer X, the 
following constants are defined: 
j -1  
Mj= 1-I mi fo r j= l , . . . ,n -1 ,  
i=0  
__  S/ j  1 
S i j  = Mj, s iS l = 1 (mod ml), Wi j  = - - .  
m i s i j  mj 
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With these constants, X may be represented with the fewest possible base elements only: 
) xMj, - ~x  - frac \ i=o  xiwij 
linearly maps X to the rational number xM,x in the interval [0, 1). Assuming unlimited precision, 
and jx > Jr, the quotient Q could be computed as 
Q= = 1]  m , " 
_ YM~, i = Jr- 1 
(1) 
As implementations i  real life represent rational numbers with limited register sizes, w~j can only 
be stored with limited precision. The division algorithm to be described next basically uses the 
result given in Eq. (1) in a way, such that errors introduced ue to limited precision are kept under 
control. 
3. The algorithm 
Given two integers, X, Y; the algorithm produces integers Q, and R, such that X = Q Y - R. 
When the final fix-up phase is omitted, Q may be off by one from the real quotient. This section 
concentrates on the core of the algorithm. The fix-up phase basically is a test x > y and exhibits 
a complexity of order log n. Fig. 1 shows the key parts of the division algorithm. For reasons of 
clarity the set-up of the RNS with all its constants defined above is not shown. Multiplications 
with, and division by powers of 2 only serve as a substitution for truncating some stored value in 
a register on its left or right end. Obviously, this does not introduce computational effort in 
hardware systems at all. The same is true for the function frac(). In order to be able to compute 
conveniently the RNS operations modulo some base element m~, all m~'s are chosen to be less than, 
but close to some 2 t. As shown in I-4], the operation (ab + c)mod (2 ~ - ~), with # small and with 
only a few 1-bits poses an effort comparable to as ab + c alone. 
Instead of the exact rational constants w~j, rounded values with a defined accuracy are used: 
r WiJ 221+ 3 + log/+ logn ] Wij221 + 3 + log/+ logn ] 
Wrij= 22/+3+log/+log . and w: =r 22t+3+l°gt+l°g" , 
where n denotes the maximum amount of base elements in the RNS. As in the terms 
~ = 2'+3frac ~=oX,W and flu,,.= 2'+3frac / 2 x,w XMjx 
i= \ i=0 
only l + 3 bits of the fractional part are used, the underlying multiplication and summation does 
not need a complete implementation. Only parts of the partial products need to be computed, or 
implemented in hardware, respectively. Fig. 2 illustrates which parts of the complete multiplication 
may be omitted. 
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I 2,+, I x:= x [_ 
12,+31 
Y:=Y 
while (jx + 1 >j~,) do 
XM,, := 2t+afrac xlw 
I_._ \/=o /_1 
if (£M,~ < (1 - g)21+3) then 
O: = xM, mj~- z. [1 mi 
YM j, i = ), 
X :=X-  YQ 
end_if 
j x := jx - - I  
end_while 
/*compute scaling factor */ 
/*scaling X*/ 
/*scaling Y*/ 
/*new X is interim remainder */ 
Fig. 1. Core of the division algorithm. 
In essence, the division algorithm blends two ideas. Firstly, Knuth's division algorithm [1] serves 
as a general procedural guideline, and, secondly, formula (1) is used as an approximation for the 
quotient Q. 
Knuth's division algorithm uses two high-order digits of X and one high-order digit of Y for 
computing a digit of Q, most often denoted as 0- The product 4Y is subtracted from the most 
significant digits of X, leading to a remainder X - ~Y, which serves as the next X in a loop until all 
digits of X have been processed. Each cycle of the loop brings one digit of the quotient Q. In order 
to come up with a good approximation for ~, X and Y are scaled such that the leading digit of Y is 
larger or equal than half of the base of the number system. 
Fig. 1 exhibits the same procedural structure; it starts with a scaling of X and Y, followed by the 
loop. In the loop, the computation ofQ needs order of log n time, whereas X - QY can be done in 
constant ime. This is in contrast o Knuth's algorithm, where the computation of 4 is easy, but 
X - ~Y needs order of log n time due to carry propagation. Whereas Knuth's algorithm uses two 
digits of X, here the second digit of X is basically substituted by an appropriate mi. 
From this fact one can derive that the order of complexity for ordinary division in a fixed radix, 
weighted number system, and division in RNS is equal. 
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X I * wi , t r  
4 I ~ • 1 +3 + logn +logl  +I  
L l[ I 
A ! - wt, j
X I * Wl, j
i= l  
i 
: : , -n  
i 
I I 
4 1 ~.- 3 Ib 
Fig. 2. Incomplete multiplication. 
4. Rationale behind the algorithm 
With Eq. (1) and given unlimited precision, Q could be computed. What has to be shown is that 
rounding errors introduced ue to limited precision do not destroy the result. Instead of Q, an 
approximation (~ < Q is used: 
~~ [ j.~-2 O= XMjxmjx- 1 
YMj, 2 i =Jr- 1 
mi. 
If the intermediate remainder, 
R=X-  YO, 
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is small enough such that it can be represented by an RNS with one base element less than X, this 
/~ could be used for further refinement of Q, as is done in Knuth's division algorithm. Cycling 
through the loop for j,, - J r  times will produce the final quotient Q as the sum of all intermediate 
Q's. In each cycle, X, and/~, respectively, are represented by a different set of base elements, which 
in some sense mirrors the mixed-radix number representation in RNS [1]. The if-clause filters all 
cases where Q would be 0. Among all xu,x, with XM,x < 2/mjx (where Q would be 0) some 
corresponding limited precision values Yu, 2 -°÷3) could map into the interval [1 -e ,  1) due to 
rounding errors. These values must definitely be filtered out. 
The errors introduced are ex and er, both positive and smaller than some emax." 
XMj~ = XMj~ - -  gx~ 
YM,,. = YM,,. + er" 
This produces an error of 2M,JYM,,. which is less than 6emax" 
<l  
XMj. __ XMj:, XMjx g*Y g'x 
<½ <½ <½ 
XMj~ > XMj~ > XMj* - -  (4ey + 2ex). 
YM~,. YMj,. YM,, , ~__ ,  
If emax < 2 -0+3), then e 0 < 6 ,2  -(t+3) < 2-k As the remainder R is always less than Y, and 
j r  - -  1 
Y<½ I-I m,, 
i=0  
the erroneous/~ stays within boundaries: 
R=X-YQ,  
t "x-- I 
j 1 
R=X-  Y O--eO. I-I mi ' 
i = j,, 
j= - I  
R= X-  YQ + YeO. I-I mi, k J v i = jy 
R 
Jr - 1 Jx- 1 Jr- 1 
1 _ < 1 H mi -t- -~ ,gQ H ml H mi, 
i=0  i=jr i=0  
J r -  1 j~-2  
<½ 1-I m, +½ I1 m,. 
i=0  i=0 
Three cases have to be considered. 
1. If jr = j,,, the loop will be cycled only once. The first term of the result for/~ above dominates, 
/~ < 2 Y. As this case is always given during the last cycle of the loop, one can see that it is always 
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possible that Q is off by one: 
Q=[x_~ or ~L_~j+,. 
2. I f  jy + 1 = jx, the loop will be cycled twice. Both terms contributing to/~ are of the same 
j~--2 order. The first produced R < lqi= o m~, and the RNS base can thus be diminished by one base 
element. 
3. If Jr + 1 < jx, then the loop will be cycled more than twice. In this case, the second term 
jx-2 dominates, and again/~ < I] ~= o mi. Here, too, it is possible to cut the RNS base by one base element. 
5. Numerical example 
A small example with real numbers is given here in order to work out a more intuitive 
understanding of the division algorithm and the size of numbers involved. The size of the example 
is chosen such that it fits in the frame of this paper, and is thus not realistic. The number of 
computing elements, n, is 3. For the sake of brevity, we choose a word size of 5 bits only, this gives 
us the numbers 31, 29, and 27 as relatively prime base elements. A proper hardware implementa- 
tion would rather have a word size of, say, 32, or more. 
Table 1 shows all constants needed for this example. The rational constants wii are multiplied by 
217 , which is 
2(21+3+logl+log n) ~ 2 (10+3+2+2) 
The division to be performed in this example is Q = X div Y = 2427 div 13. Tab le  2 shows the RNS 
representation of X and Y. The initial setting of Q is zero. 
Table 1 
Constants 
i 0 1 2 
m[i] 31 29 
M[i] 31 899 
s [i, 0] 1 
s[i, 1] 29 31 
s[i, 2] 783 837 
s- 1 [i, 0] 1 
s-  1 [i, 1] 15 15 
s-X [i, 2] 4 7 
w [i, 0] 0.0322570800 
w[i, 1] 0.4838638306 
w [i, 2] 0.1290283203 
w[i, 0] * 217 4228 
w[i, 1] *217 63421 67795 
w[i, 2] * 217 16912 31 638 
0.5172348022 
0.2413787842 
27 
24273 
899 
17 
0.6296234131 
82 526 
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Table 2 
Initial values in registers for X, Y, 
and Q 
x[i] 9 20 24 
y[i] 13 13 13 
q[i] 0 0 0 
According to the algorithm shown in Fig. 1, first a scaling has to be performed: 
2/+3 ~ 28 ] ~256 
PMj, - / ( (4228 + 1). 13)/29 Jmod2 s = 1071 = 2. 
After scaling with 2 the registers holding X and Y have the following contents: 
x[i] 18 11 21 
y [i] 26 26 26 
The length indicators are computed to jx = 3 and jy = 2. Next we compute 
37MJ =L  (4228+1) '26 /  28 29 mod = 214. 
The loop of the algorithm has to be run through twice. 
Cycle 1 (ix = 3, jy = 2): 
2M =~(16912"18+31638"11+82526"21) 1 2 s 
29 mod = 51. 
e is chosen to be ¼. As 51 is less than 192, 
/ 1 71 (~ = 2i4 • 29 = 174. 
The RNS values are thus updated in the following way: 
q[i] 19 0 12 
x [i] 20 11 -- 
Cycle 2 (jx = 2, jy = 2): 
~Mx =1(63421"20+67795"11)~ 29 • mod 2 s = 93. 
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As 93 < 192, 
~ 93.29~ 
(~ = 214 • 1 = 12. 
Adding this value to the RNS register for Q leads to 
419 
q 1-i] 0 12 24 
x1-i] 18 18 - 
The total quotient is the sum of 174 + 12 = 186, whose RNS representation is held in the three 
registers for Q. The remainder of the division is 18, which is found in the register for X. 
6. Conclusions 
The key operation in the algorithm is the accumulation of products, such as 
Jx 
E XiW~j "
i=0  
As only l + 3 bits of the fractional part of this sum are finally used in the algorithm, a hardware 
implementation would only compute the necessary part as indicated in Fig. 2. The remaining part 
of the partial products may be summed in order of log I time. Accumulation ofthe n products needs 
another n cycles, or log n cycles, depending on communication available between the processing 
elements holding individual xi's. 
As discussed already in [3], the full potential of RNS arithmetic implementations should 
typically involve many processing elements working in parallel. A number x is represented in
n individual registers of length I. Obviously, the largest representable number is less 2 zn. Good 
implementations must balance the amount of processing elements, the size of registers, the speed of 
processing elements, and the speed of communication between the processing elements. 
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